
Put your brain into gear and if can add to what’s on the screen then do, 

otherwise shut up, The great Richie Benaud.  

  

 

Playing cricket is not only enjoying the exciting moment, psychologically you 

discover your own personality, impulses like a thrill excitement life, love 

success motivation depression anxiety hateful anger jealously. Cricket is a sport 

kill all kind of impulses with the passage of time. Cricket is illuminating our 

inner because all are in our mid and hearts to change us. Not others, keep in 

mind we have no competition with others, everyone is running in his own tracks, 

you are running against yourself, you must have to break your own record of life 

Sir. The great teacher Sir Steve Osborn narrated this philosophy. He was 

praising the captain that he has friends like you giving unconditional love to him 

and CCG. We all are entering in fuzzy system zone. As great Shakespeare said, 

when we all reached in certain age we became children, our heads are swollen 

and our thinking became shirked. I am now fuzzy system zone.  

 

 

Match story, 

Steve Osborn  

A warrior, who destroyed their heart and soul with only two spearhead 

deliveries was enough to stamp the victory. Their captain and best batsman were 

demoralized their team because of opener were back to the pavilion without 

opening their account. That is very painful for them. As a captain said behind 

those 2 deliveries has been many years of training and focus. His pinpoint 

accuracy, in swinger bowling, was so lethal that the batsman has no clue how to 

play these sharp deliveries. He is a perfectionist. I guess this means the 

countdown has begun.  

The mop has some positive batting partnership almost 100 runs, in the middle 

they got exhausted running between the wicket, and at last, they gave up the 

fight. CCG comprehensively won the match.  

J. Stifncomb, Extraordinary flying wicket keeping kill and beautiful smooth 

batting style, few boundaries were beautiful.  

Tuna Karaya and Mehmood  

The match-winning partnership was between T. Karaya and Mehmood, 85 runs 

few cracking 6 and delightful boundaries were intrigues and fascinating to 

watch. Mehmood plays a good inning to developed his half-century. 

He plays a magnificent inning which laid the foundation of victory 35 not out, 

his bowling was excellent 2 wickets in crucial time was a victory of CCG. 

Analysis, 

Both team Rd en wit and mop are very poor management skill, on the other 

hand, our Cricket knowledgeable captain has huge experience. That make 

difference.  



 

 

All credit goes to Wim de Lange, arranging the lunch and scoring the whole day 

for both matches is the extraordinary love of this game of cricket. Well, done 

Sir.  

 

 

Picnic Time, 

The most fascinating and absorbing time to exchanging intellectual expertise 

about the match and socialized with our opposition.  

4 People paid €25, 3 people paid €30,5 people paid 20€. Our only and only 

lovely gentleman Peter paid 50€ because of his birthday. He is a true CCG. The 

total collection was 340€ also paid 369€ apart from this our Honourable 

President brought 4 jugs extra.  

 

The first time after the coronavirus we enjoyed with lavish manners. Even our 

M.Davidson enjoy with happiness.  

 

 


